PRODUCTION CONTROL
Production control:- Is the process of planning production
in advance of operation ,establishing the extract route of
each individual item part or assembly, setting, starting and
finishing for each important item, assembly
the finishing production and releasing the necessary orders
as well as initiating the necessary follow-up to have the
smooth of the enterpriser.

1)FULL USE OF PLAN CAPACITY:- Proper production planning & control includes effective
utilization of plan capacity all resources of production such as main man money material
etc
2) CONTINEUS FLOW OF PRODUCTION:- Production planning
& control ensure regular study flow of production senses all the machines are put to
maximum use for the regular production this help to supply the product to the consumers
and establish in the market
3) ESTEMET OF RESOURCES:- It help to the resource production activity recluses like
men,money,material etc should be available for the sati cent production the estimate in
proper quantity quality & quality is maid on the basic of market demand.
4) PROPER INVENTORY CONTROL:- Inventory control activity is are important for
production process it helps to avoid over stocking & under stocking of recourses such as
raw material spare part etc it help to maintain balance stock of recourse. In short inventory
control means keep balance between demand and supply of required resources and at the
same proper stock of finish goods is maintain to meet regular demand for customer.

5) TEAM WORK:- Production planning & control required team work among the
employs and in varies department like purchase production ,packaging marketing
etc.The production department work in close co-opretive with ether department such
as recourse and development r & d (MIS) and dispatching department.
6) REDUCE WASTAGES:- Because of proper inventory of raw material there is the proper
material handling in helps in minimizing wastages of raw material their for directly it
help to increasing profit and reduce wastage.
7) IMPROVEMENT IN PRODUCTIVITY:-Production planning and process utilize maximum
man power specific technique training .
8) BETTER WORK ENVIRONMENT:- Proper production planning & control provide better
work environment to the worker they get good farcicality salary and wages ether
incentive this is because the company is quaking good production & profit and
maintained quality of the produces it facility equality improvement as necessary check
are undertaken as regular interval. Therefore it help to maintain TQM in the
organization.

